Kids Cubby House.............Tips and tricks !

So it's time to buy a cubby house for the kids the best way is to use
the internet it will give you a huge range to choose from and you can
sit in the comfort of your own home when the kids have gone to bed
or hubby has gone to work !
The thing is where do you start, the best way is to have a look at the
sites on the internet and get a bit of an idea what is available without
getting yourself totally confused, then go out into your back yard and
decide where you would like to put the cubby house and then decide
how much room you would like it to take up is it going to face into
the weather? witch part of the house do you spend the most time in
then try and make sure you can see the cubby house from there then
the kids can run be out side running a muck in the safety of your own
back yard so if you have decided where you would like to put the
cubby now have a chat with hubby and work out on how much you
would like to spend.
If you go back and have a look at the computer now it will make the
job off choosing your new cubby house much easier there is one more
thing to consider the age of you kids will make a big difference to
Cubby you choose for example if your kids are only young 2 /3 or 4
you should be really looking for a cubbie on the ground instead of up
in the air on legs until the kids are stronger and more stable on their
legs (please use this only as a guide)But also think ahead this is p
pretty big investment so will need to make sour you get years of use
out of your cubby house plans for your backyard.

You can order your cubby with re enforced base so that at a later
date when your kids are a little bit older and stronger you can elevate
your Cubby house and ad a slide climb net .firemans pole telescope
periscope and even a black board the to kids its a whole new cubby
house in your back yard with extra toys to play with .
This way you will get more than your moneys worth of of your cubby
in the saftey of your own back yard and the laughter and happiness
that it will bring to kids of all ages will give you memories that will
last a life time.
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